DON’T BECOME TOMORROW’S HEADLINE.
BE OUR NEXT SUCCESS STORY.
ConvergeOne is fiercely passionate about protecting our customers’ businesses. The U.S. has declared a national
emergency to deal with cyber threats, while others claim the world is engaged in a global cyberwar. On average,
we see 15-20 areas of required actions our customer can take to improve their security postures—often more
than can be rapidly consumed. With ConvergeOne, we’re delivering the blueprint to the question you’re asking—
What area should we prioritize first?

•• Advisory Services
•• Ransomware Defense
•• 24x7 Threat Monitoring
•• Vulnerability Management
•• Cyber Awareness
•• Incident Response and
Communication
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Proven “WAVES”
Methodology
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•• Next Generation Infrastructure
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We wouldn’t call ourselves experts
in cybersecurity without backing
it up. Recently recognized on the
Cybersecurity 500, the premiere list of
the top 500 cybersecurity companies
across manufacturers, SaaS, MSSPs,
and consultancies, ConvergeOne’s
cybersecurity offering consists

Practice Components
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While most companies can provide
either the high level plan or the low
level design, with ConvergeOne, you
get both. We bridge the divide from
executive-level information security
consulting to deep implementation
expertise, delivering the blueprint
for your business to detect, protect,
respond, and recover.

Our team of fiercely passionate
professionals tout dozens of CCIE,
CISSP and CCNP certifications
(along with additional qualifications
including PhD, CISM, and CISA) and
are expertly trained to detect and
protect against modern threats
surfacing across cloud, mobile and
global infrastructure, as well as those
posed from initiatives tied to the IoT
and digital transformation.

Proven Methodology

SOLUTIONCE

We know that building a
cybersecurity posture is a continuous
journey, not a destination.
Guided by our proven solutions
methodology, we get deep insight
into your environment, and you get
a programmatic lifecycle analysis
covering the seven Ps —people,
process, policy, platform, politics,
priority, and program.

of more than bullet points and
prescriptions.
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At ConvergeOne, we’re delivering
on our mission to deliver an
excellent customer experience.
Through our proven WAVES solution
methodology, you get a systematic
approach to your project, complete
with assessment and validation
milestones to ensure a successful
project delivery. This methodology
ensures we’ve accounted for all your
objectives and will enable a seamless
end-to-end IT experience, each and
every time you work with us.

convergeone.com

WE DON’T JUST PAINT THE PICTURE.
WE DELIVER THE EXPERIENCE.
You need a technology partner who understands the transformative impact technology plays on your business. With
ConvergeOne, you get over 1,700 certified engineers working toward a collective mission
to design, install, optimize, and manage optimal communications solutions.
We’re delivering the customer experience you deserve. This is our commitment to you.

Cloud Services

Maintenance Services

Managed Services

Get technology any way you
want IT. Public, private, or
hybrid: when we say, “your
cloud, your way,” we mean
it. Choose the software,
hardware, delivery model,
security, and services you
need, with pay-per-use
pricing based on your
performance goals.

Focus on the future of your
business and leave the
day-to-day to us. Offload
the care and feeding that
your systems require to us—
we’ll maximize availability,
resolve issues, and reduce
risk. We can help your
business capitalize on the
very best technology has to
offer.

Benefit from our
preventative approach
to supporting your
environment, and achieve
a greater level of service
for your end users, at a
predictable and scalable
monthly cost. We are a true
extension of your team,
devoted to keeping your
business running.

Professional Services
We deliver customized
services with measurable
results by using a lifecycle
approach that goes all
the way from design
and validation through
analysis, implementation,
monitoring, and project
management. Our team is
passionate about solving
your challenges.

TRANSFORM THE WAY YOU CONNECT + COMMUNICATE
ConvergeOne is a leading global IT services provider of collaboration and technology solutions. We’re more than just industry
certifications and IT delivery. With ConvergeOne you get 25 years of industry experience coupled with 2,600+ team members
sharing a mission to deliver our customers the experience you deserve. We take the time to analyze before we prescribe,
solving complex business challenges and providing customized services that meet your objectives today, and enable your
strategy for tomorrow. So whether you’re a business, nation, or an entire planet that wants to connect and communicate, with
ConvergeOne—Now You Can.

GET THE BLUEPRINT, NOT JUST THE BULLET POINTS
Tired of receiving high level, vague recommendations? ConvergeOne lays the blueprint from conception to
implementation to ongoing management, and supports your entire cybersecurity posture. Trusted by one of the
Top 5 most visited cities in the U.S., with ConvergeOne—Now You Can.
Take the first step towards transforming your Information Security program. Schedule a complimentary
Cybersecurity workshop engagement with ConvergeOne today.

convergeone.com/firestorm

